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Abstract7

Although quite recent as a forensic research domain, computer vision analysis of

scenes is likely to become more and more important in the near future, thanks to

its robustness to image alterations at the signal level, such as image compression

and �ltering. However, the experimental assessment of vision-based forensic

algorithms is a particularly critical task, since they cannot be tested on massive

amounts of data, and their performance can heavily depend on user skill. In

this paper we investigate on the accuracy and reliability of a vision-based, user-

supervised method for the estimation of the camera principal point, to be used in

cropping and splicing detection. Results of an extensive experimental evaluation

show how the estimation accuracy depends on perspective conditions as well as

on the selected image features. Such evidence led us to de�ne a novel visual

feature, referred to as Minimum Vanishing Angle, which can be used to assess

the reliability of the method.

Keywords: Image Forensics, Scene level analysis, Geometric Constraints,8

Minimum Vanishing Angle, Cropping detection, Splicing detection.9

1. Introduction10

Image Forensics has been proposed as a solution for authenticating the con-11

tents of digital images [1, 2, 3]. This technology is based on the observation12

that each phase of the image history � from the acquisition process, through13
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its storage in a compressed format, to any editing operation � leaves distinc-14

tive traces on the data, as a sort of digital �ngerprint [4]. It is then possible15

to determine whether a digital image is authentic or modi�ed, by detecting the16

presence, the absence or the incongruence of such traces, that are intrinsically17

tied to the digital content itself. Forensic traces can be found both at �signal18

level� (invisible footprints introduced in the signal statistics, like demosaicing19

artifacts [5], sensor noise [6], or compression artifacts [7, 8]) and at �scene level�20

(inconsistencies in shadows [9], lighting [10, 11], or in perspective and geometry21

of objects [12, 13]). The former are typically detected by automatic methods,22

but they often exhibit lower e�ectiveness when the investigated content has been23

subjected to an unknown chain of processes (e.g., �ltering, resizing, compression)24

that may partially or completely spoil the traces left by previous operations [14].25

The latter usually require particular constraints on the scene (e.g. the presence26

of Lambertian convex surfaces for lighting estimation [15]) but have the advan-27

tage of being robust to common image processing operations, thus appearing28

suitable even for low resolution images, or when the content has undergone mul-29

tiple compressions. While in the literature a great e�ort has been devoted to30

evaluate the performance of signal-based forensic methods in terms of detection31

accuracy and reliability, a limited analysis has been carried out until now on32

scene-based techniques. This is mainly due to the fact that such algorithms are33

usually tested on small datasets only, since they cannot exclude some human34

intervention, e.g. image feature selection or analysis supervision.35

This paper represents � to the best of our knowledge � the �rst attempt36

to analytically evaluate the performance of a scene level trace. In particular,37

we addressed the problem of estimating the camera principal point (PP) (whose38

position in the image under analysis is usually detected by exploiting vanishing39

points related to three mutually orthogonal directions [16]); whose application40

in a forensic scenario has been proposed in some recent works [17, 18, 19]. For41

our evaluation, several tests have been performed, on both synthetic and on real42

images, by varying both the point of view � so as to obtain di�erent perspective43

conditions � and the number and position of the extracted features. A critical44
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study of the obtained results has led us to de�ne a novel feature, referred to45

as Minimum Vanishing Angle (MVA), allowing us to measure the reliability of46

the estimated PP. Using the MVA concept, we have also been able to establish47

a feature selection criterion. Speci�cally, one should just care about choosing48

the image lines that provide the widest possible MVA, since the accuracy of PP49

estimation relies more on MVA amplitude than on the amount of data (i.e. image50

lines) used.51

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the State of the Art is brie�y52

presented, and in Section 3 we brie�y review the theory behind the adopted53

PP estimation method. In Section 4 we introduce the MVA and its relation54

with the image perspective conditions. Then in Section 5 an in deep analysis of55

the reliability of the method is given. Section 6 presents two possible forensic56

applications of the PP: cropping detection � for which we provide a detailed57

accuracy analysis � and splicing detection. Section 7 concludes the paper and58

summarizes the contributions in light of the achieved results.59

2. State of the Art60

The estimation of the PP from a single image is a known issue in com-61

puter vision and photogrammetry, usually embedded into the camera calibra-62

tion problem [20, Chapter 2]. In order to calibrate the camera, accurate o�-line63

techniques usually require a known pattern in the scene [21, 22]. Other methods64

use video sequences or multiple images to self-calibrate the camera while solv-65

ing the Structure from Motion problem [23]. In addition, other scene elements66

such as coaxial circles, or Manhattan-World structure [24] can be exploited for67

calibration tasks [25, 26, 27, 28].68

Reported methods assume to use genuine images only, without any malicious69

modi�cation. This hypothesis allows the authors to impose constraints on the70

parameters to ease and improve the estimation (for example, the PP is often71

initialized in the image center). In a forensic application scenario, however, this72

assumption doesn't hold; Moreover, we have to typically deal with single images73
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already acquired. So, a calibration approach has to exploit useful characteristics74

of the scene. Given the abundance of images depicting man-made environments,75

we focus on techniques based on the Manhattan-World assumption.76

Given these di�culties, in the forensic literature only a few methods have77

been presented that try to exploit the camera PP as a clue for tampering de-78

tection. In [17], the authors presented a method based on the estimation of79

the homography mapping a person's eyes to the image plane. Then, the PP80

is recovered by homography decomposition (supposing focal length is known)81

and exploited for splicing detection. A similar approach, that exploits circles in82

the scene to obtain the PP position, is presented in [18]. In [19], the authors83

notice that asymmetric cropping of an image introduces a correspondent shift84

of the principal point. Hence, they suggested that the distance between the85

estimated PP and the image center can be exploited as evidence of cropping.86

Slightly di�erent, but still related to this topic, is the approach described in [29]87

where, instead of estimating the PP, tampering detection is based on the direct88

observation of the vanishing points of di�erent 3D structures (e.g. buildings).89

3. Principal Point Estimation90

The mapping between the 3D world and its 2D images is usually modeled as91

a central projection of a world point onto the image plane (pinhole model [30],92

see Fig. 1a). The projection rule can be formally written as m = K[I|0]M,93

where m = (x, y, 1)> and M = (X,Y, Z, 1)> are the homogeneous coordinates94

of a 2D image point and its corresponding 3D world point respectively, whereas95

K is the camera matrix, embedding the internal parameters of the acquisition96

device. I is the identity matrix, and 0 a column vector of zeros. Typically, the97

camera matrix is represented as98

K =


f s px

0 ρf py

0 0 1

 , (1)
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where f is the focal length, while the aspect ratio ρ and skew s take into account99

the actual shape of a pixel. Lastly, (px, py) are the coordinates of the PP (see100

again Fig. 1a). Modern cameras have reached a high level of quality, with unity101

aspect ratio and zero skew. So, without signi�cant loss of accuracy, the K102

matrix can be modeled with ρ = 1 and s = 0, passing from 5 to 3 degrees of103

freedom [31].104

To obtain the PP, we can exploit the relation among three vanishing points,105

related to mutually orthogonal directions in the 3D space [16]. A vanishing106

point (VP) is the intersection point of all the projected lines that are mutually107

parallel in the scene (i.e. they share the same 3D direction). Note that, in a108

practical scenario, if more than two concurrent image lines are available, their109

intersection will not be unique (see Fig. 1b) � since noise can perturb the110

image line detection � and the VP has to be estimated with an optimization111

algorithm. In our experiments we employ the solution reported in [16], where112

after initializing the VP by solving a linear least square problem, a non-linear113

optimization is carried out.114

Let v1 and v2 be two VPs related to 3D orthogonal directions. Then115

v>1 ωv2 = 0, where ω = (KKT )−1 is the image of the absolute conic, depending116

on the three camera parameters f and (px, py). Given three vanishing points cor-117

responding to three orthogonal directions, we can thus de�ne three independent118

linear constraints on ω, and �nally estimate ω by solving a linear homogeneous119

system. Eventually K can be obtained using the Cholesky factorization of ω,120

from which both focal length and principal point can be estimated [16].121

The estimation of the PP on a single image can be summarized in three main122

steps: (1) selection of three groups of concurrent image lines, corresponding to123

mutually orthogonal directions in the scene; (2) estimation of vanishing points;124

(3) computation of ω and recovery of f and (px, py).125

Note that the �rst step can be done in a manual or automatic way. In126

the computer vision �eld, many works have appeared dealing with the prob-127

lem of line selection and grouping for VP estimation by using Expectation-128

Maximization approaches [32], the Hough transform [33], or robust estimators,129
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (Best viewed in color) (a) Pinhole camera model: Given the camera center C,
expressed in the world coordinate system {X,Y,Z}, and the image plane π orthogonal to
the Z-axis, the principal point PP is the intersection of the Z-axis with π, while the focal
length f is the distance between C and π. A 3D point M is projected in m on the image
plane as m = K[I|0]M. (b) In red, green and blue three sets of image lines corresponding to
orthogonal 3D directions. Since noise can perturb the line orientations the intersection can
be not unique, as shown in the magni�ed area.

such as the J-Linkage algorithm [34], employed in [35]. If the camera cali-130

bration is known, mutually orthogonal line clusters can be selected automati-131

cally [36, 37, 38]. On the other hand, with no a priori information about camera132

calibration (which is our case), it can be extremely hard to check the vanishing133

point orthogonality without user intervention or by imposing simple heuristics,134

such as the selection of the most populated clusters. So, in this work we pre-135

ferred to use a manual line selection scheme. Moreover, notice that also in136

[29] parallel lines are validated by the user, while in [19] no speci�c indication137

is given about the method used to automatically detect orthogonal vanishing138

points.139
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4. Perspective Analysis140

In this Section, we evaluate the performance of the PP estimation algorithm141

under di�erent perspective conditions, so as to determine if and how its accuracy142

changes when passing from weak to strong perspective images. The following143

two subsections report the results of synthetic and real world tests respectively.144

4.1. Synthetic tests145

In order to carry out extensive tests, a synthetic dataset featuring 248 rep-146

resentative camera poses was built as follows. A 3D cube with unit length sides147

was placed in the center of the world coordinate frame with its X, Y , Z axes148

aligned with the cube. Then, 248 camera center positions were sampled over a149

sphere of radius r, by varying their azimuth by an angle α ∈ (0, π/4] and their150

altitude by an angle β ∈ (0, π/2) with steps of π
32 and π

64 respectively; all other151

perspective conditions can be deduced by symmetry. Since the VPs are invari-152

ant to translation, the camera distance with respect to the world coordinate153

frame (i.e. the radius r) was kept �xed. In the camera coordinate frame, the154

z-axis is the line passing through the camera center and the world coordinate155

origin. The x-axis is perpendicular to the z-axis and parallel to the world plane156

de�ned by X and Y and, �nally, the y-axis is obtained from the cross product157

between the unit vectors of the z and x axes (see Fig. 2).158

We excluded extrema positions � i.e. when α = 0, β = 0, β = π/2 � that159

produce orthographic images of the cube, thus leading to known degeneracies160

in VP estimation. Likewise, camera roll was not taken into account consid-161

ering that, as any pure rotation, no parallax e�ects are induced, thus leaving162

the perspective appearance of the image unaltered. From each camera pose163

P (α, β), an image of the cube was acquired by using a virtual camera with164

known PP and focal length. With noise-free measurements (i.e., line points165

are selected with no error), the PPs were estimated with an Euclidean error166

with respect to the ground truth lower than 10−9 pixels in all the positions.167

The behaviour in the presence of noise was then evaluated by carrying out168
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Figure 2: (Best viewed in color) Synthetic data setup. A cube is placed at the center of
the world coordinate system O, with its sides aligned with the axis X,Y ,Z. The image is
taken from the camera � represented here as a pyramid � with center o(α, β) with a relative
coordinate system x, y, z.

a Monte Carlo simulation: for each pose we collected 1000 principal points169

PP (α, β) = {PP1(α, β), . . . , PP1000(α, β)} by perturbing the line points with a170

noise from a zero mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ = 0.5171

pixel � representing an uncertainty of at most 1.5 pixel radius in points se-172

lection. For each test we determined a robust index for the dispersion of the173

collected PP (α, β) as follows: we trimmed the 5% of the points with highest174

distance from the ground truth PP, then we calculated the standard deviations175

(STDx, STDy) of the remaining points along the x and y axes and we chose176

their maximum as a dispersion index of the estimated PP for that position.177

Results are graphically reported in Fig. 3a, where the synthetic cube is placed178

in the origin of the coordinate frame aligned with the orthogonal axes, while179

each point represents a camera position, colored according to the correspondent180
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Figure 3: (Best viewed in color) 3D plots representing results obtained with the synthetic
data setup: in both �gures, the virtual cube is placed in the origin of the coordinate system,
aligned with the orthogonal axis. Colored points represent the tested camera positions. In (a)
we report the maximum STD (between x and y-axis) of the estimated PP: the PP dispersion
is bigger for reddish and, lower for blueish points. In (b) the same camera poses are reported
but with color related to the MVA: poses with wider MVA are reported in blue, while poses
with narrower MVA are in red. Note that poses with lower STD are characterized by wider
MVA, and vice-versa. In both plots, the thresholds used to assign colors are obtained from
the deciles (i.e. ten quantile with step of 10%) of the respective distribution (STD and MVA).

estimated dispersion. Notice that the scattering of the estimated PPs is strictly181

related to the image perspective: Most of the poses have comparable uncertainty,182

except when marginal α or β occurs. In those cases, the computation accuracy183

of the VPs strongly drops, and the PP estimates become unreliable and virtually184

useless for forensic purposes.185

These results suggest the possibility to de�ne a novel image feature to be186

used by the forensic analyst to evaluate the expected accuracy. Firstly, given a187

vanishing point vi, let θi be the widest angle among those obtained from the188

pairwise intersection of lines concurrent to vi (see Fig. 5). Then, given θ1, θ2,189

and θ3, related to three mutually orthogonal VPs, we can de�ne the Minimum190

Vanishing Angle (MVA) as191

MVA = min(θ1, θ2, θ3) (2)

A visual representation of the MVA values for di�erent camera poses is reported192

in Fig. 3b. Its comparison with the results in Fig. 3a con�rms our intuition193
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(P1080104) (P1080005) (P1030004) (P1080057)

(P1080021) (P1080025) (P1020867) (P1080047)

(P1020829) (P1040863) (P1020830) (P1040798)

Figure 4: Twelve images, with associated names, from the York Urban Database [39], used in
the real test to assess results obtained with the synthetic cube dataset. Top row shows images
with strong perspective, with MVAs spanning from 7.52◦ to 5.53◦. Second row includes mid
perspective images with MVAs from 3.96◦ to 2.11◦. Finally, the last row shows images with
low perspective and MVAs from 1.09◦ to ∼ 0.00 ◦. MVA here reported are the mean value of
the MVAs computed on each image during the tests, since any user can select di�erent lines
and obtain slightly dissimilar MVA.

Figure 5: (Best viewed in color) Graphical visualization of angles obtained from the pairwise
intersection of lines concurrent to the same VP. In this case θi correspond to α1,4 since it is
widest angle available.

that the proposed feature is a sensible indicator of PP dispersion. Indeed, small194

MVAs are associated to marginal poses characterized by a weaker perspective.195

Notice that also in [29] the authors try to de�ne a way to evaluate the quality196

of the estimates: They propose to use the distance between the VP and the PP,197
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the latter supposed to be in the image center. However, this criterion may lead198

to erroneous evaluations in the presence of cropping, since the PP would not199

be close to the image center. Moreover, relying on a distance-based criterion200

instead than on an angle-based criterion such as ours, would inevitably introduce201

a dependency on image resolution.202

4.2. Tests on real images203

To compare the synthetic data with real experiments we clustered the 248204

synthetic poses in three groups according to their correspondent MVAs: Weak205

Perspective (MVA < 1.5◦), Mid Perspective (1.5◦ ≤ MVA < 4◦), and Strong206

Perspective (MVA ≥ 4◦). Then we considered 12 images from the York Urban207

Database [39] spanning several MVAs between 0◦ and 7.52◦. For each image 25208

di�erent PPs were computed, as described in Section 3, by letting 25 di�erent209

users to select three lines for each direction. In Figure 4 we reported the name of210

the selected images, their MVAs estimated by users selection and the perspective211

group they belong to (Weak, Mid or Strong).212

The achieved results are compared in Figure 6. Crosses represent the es-213

timated PPs on real images: in red, green and blue for the images belonging214

to Weak, Mid and Strong perspective groups respectively. The plotted ellipses215

represent the 95% con�dence ellipses estimated on the corresponding synthetic216

clusters. Synthetic results show that the estimation is expected to be extremely217

noisy on the Weak perspective cluster while more accuracy and stability is ex-218

pected on the Mid and Strong cluster where the MVA is wide enough. Real219

data con�rm the synthetic prediction (STDx is 435.69, 38.52 and 29.69 pixels220

on Weak, Mid and Strong perspective clusters respectively). Looking at the pic-221

ture, a horizontal dispersion of the real data sticks out. This is due to the fact222

that the images of the considered dataset are characterized by small altitudes,223

while the synthetic data is built considering all possible viewing angles.224
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Figure 6: (Best viewed in color) Comparison of results achieved from synthetic and real images.
Crosses represent the estimated PPs (red for subway, green for hall, blue for building). Ellipses
enclose the PPs distribution obtained in synthetic tests.

5. Image Characteristic Analysis225

In the previous section we de�ned the MVA feature, after observing a strong226

relationship between the amplitude of the vanishing angles and the PP estima-227

tion accuracy. In practical cases, the scene may allow the forensic analyst to228

extract more lines for each direction and possibly forming even wider MVAs. In229

this section we investigate more deeply the estimation accuracy with reference230

to the MVA amplitude. For this purpose, we take into account only MVAs231

with su�cient amplitude able to provide reliable results, and we evaluate how232

increasing it improves the estimation accuracy.233

We also study how the performance is sensitive to an increase in the number234

of lines intersecting in the same VP: Since VPs are obtained by minimization,235

we expect an accuracy improvement when more data are available. As for the236

tests of Section 4, a synthetic image dataset is used �rst, then tests on real237
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: (Best viewed in color) Example images produced to test the PP estimation algorithm
with reference to the extracted features. On the left, images with two lines for each VP, with
di�erent minimum vanishing angle (i.e. MVA={5,20}); on the right, similar images but with
�ve lines. Lines with the same color converge to the same vanishing point.

images are carried out to corroborate the synthetic results.238

5.1. Synthetic tests239

We generated di�erent MVAs with di�erent numbers of lines: starting with240

two lines for each VP, with an angle of incidence of 5◦, we progressively added241

new lines into the image and increased the angle. More speci�cally, we used242

n = {2, 3, 4, 5} lines, with a length of 200px, and angles θ = {5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦}243

(see Fig. 7 for some synthetic image examples). Gaussian noise with zero mean244

and standard deviation σ = 0.5 pixel was added to the point coordinates, and245

the evaluation was repeated 1000 times for each image.246

Table 1 shows the maximum STDs (as de�ned in Section 4.1) for the esti-247

mated PPs, along the x and y image directions. As clearly visible, the accuracy248

is almost stable when adding new lines, while it signi�cantly grows using well249

spaced lines (i.e., wider MVAs).250

5.2. Tests on real images251

As before, the results obtained with the synthetic data were validated on252

real tests with the help of 25 di�erent users, having to select up to �ve lines253

per VP, with quasi regular spacing. For this purpose, the image of a cube-like254
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Table 1: Max STD of estimated PPs between x and y direction

MVAs

5◦ 10◦ 15◦ 20◦

#
L
in
e
s 2 18.55 10.15 7.09 5.98

3 19.54 9.85 6.59 5.56
4 18.67 9.53 6.17 5.12
5 17.03 8.74 6.12 4.79

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Examples of lines selected by the user on the real image searching for (a) narrow
and (b) wide MVAs.

checkerboard pattern was used. The considered image allows the user to select255

either narrow or wide MVAs of approximatively 5◦ and 20◦ respectively. 25 PPs256

were collected in both cases � i.e. the narrow (Fig. 8a) and wide (Fig. 8b) selec-257

tion schemes � and the results were evaluated with respect to MVA amplitude258

and number of lines.259

The PPs estimated on the real images are represented as colored dots in260

Fig. 9a � in red for angles of 5◦, in blue for wider angles (20◦). The 95%261

con�dence ellipses of PPs obtained during the synthetic tests (see Section 5.1)262

are also shown, with the same color coding. In Fig. 9b, a similar plot considering263

instead the line number is presented. Almost all PPs obtained on the real264

images fall inside the associated ellipse, con�rming that synthetic results are in265

close agreement with the real ones. Furthermore, these tests corroborate the266
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observation that increasing the MVA clearly improves the estimation stability267

(Fig. 9a), while adding more lines does not signi�cantly a�ect the performance268

(Fig. 9b).269

In conclusion, results obtained in Sections 4 and 5 can be summarized in270

two main outcomes: (i) Images characterized by a narrow MVA should not be271

used for forensic analysis based on PP; (ii) To improve accuracy, the selection272

of few well spaced lines is preferable over many, closely spaced lines.273
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Figure 9: (Best viewed in color) Results on real images obtained by varying MVA ans and
line number. In (a) dots represent estimated PPs, clustered with respect to the MVA, while
in (b) PPs are grouped by the line number. Reported ellipses represent the PP dispersion on
the synthetic data. The coordinate system is centered in the ground truth PP.

6. Forensic Case Studies274

In [19] the distance between the PP and the image center is exploited to275

identify asymmetrically cropped images (see Fig. 10). Once computed, the276

image and the PP are normalized in the interval [−1, 1]. Then a cropping277

threshold (CT) � i.e. the radius of a circle centered in the estimated PP �278

is de�ned, and the image is labeled as cropped if the distance of the PP from279

the image center exceeds CT. In the following tests we show how the achieved280

results can support the analyst in assessing the cropping detection performance:281

• Perspective-based Test : we verify that the MVA amplitude can suggest282

whether the cropping detection is applicable on a query image. The test is283
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Figure 10: (Best viewed in color) In a pristine image (surrounded by a red border) the image
center (red cross) falls near the PP (purple dot). On the other hand, if an upper-right cut
(green area) is performed, the image center (green cross) shifts falling away from the PP, that
remains �xed. The green area is related to the cropping percentage (CP). Blue and cyan
circles, centered on the PP, represent instead two cropping thresholds (CT): note that in this
example, using the smaller CT (blue circle) the cropping will be successfully detected, since
the center of the cropped image center (green cross) fall outside the circle. On the other hand,
using the bigger threshold (cyan circle), the image will be erroneously labeled as pristine.
Note that in this �gure we changed the aspect ratio of the original image (Fig. 4(P1030004))
so to visualize the normalization process in [-1,1].

performed on the synthetic and real data de�ned in Section 4 and con�rms284

that the technique cannot be applied on images with a narrow MVA;285

• Characteristic-based Test : we assess the performance variations when286

more lines and wider MVAs are available on the image. The test is per-287

formed on the synthetic and real data de�ned in Section 5;288

• Robustness Test : we verify the robustness of the cropping detection to289

image compression and resizing. We consider a practical case where the290

image has been exchanged through Facebook at low quality, thus having291

been resized and compressed.292

In our experiments we consider both cropping percentage (CP) � i.e. the293

size of the cut � and CT from 0% to 50% of the image size, with steps of 5%.294

Results are reported for an upper-left cropping only, where both dimensions of295

the image have been cut with the same percentage, thus leaving unchanged the296

image aspect ratio. However, tests were performed on all the other eleven cases297
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of asymmetric cropping too (upper, left, right, bottom, upper-left, upper-right,298

bottom-left, bottom-right, left-upper-right, upper-right-bottom, right-bottom-299

left, bottom-left-upper). These results are summarized in the supplemental300

material where is shown that performances signi�cantly increase between Weak301

and Mid perspective in all the cropping cases, con�rming that the proposed302

feature allows the analyst to decide whether the cropping detection can possibly303

be applied to a query image.304

When useful, the performance was evaluated using the Receiver Operating305

Characteristic (ROC) curve, where each point corresponds to True Positive (TP)306

and False Alarm (FA) rates for a given CT. The Area Under Curve (AUC) is307

used to compare the overall performance under di�erent conditions: the more308

the AUC is close to one, the better is the detector accuracy. In some cases the309

mean accuracy was also reported (computed as the average of TP and TN rates310

on all considered cropping percentages). For the sake of presentation, results311

have been grouped into two clusters, corresponding to slightly cropped (lower312

than 25% of the image) or strongly cropped (between 25% and 50%) images.313

6.1. Perspective-based Test314

In this test we assess the performance of the cropping detection with ref-315

erence to perspective conditions. We considered both synthetic and real PPs316

acquired in subsections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The cropping detection perfor-317

mance was evaluated separately on the three clusters (Weak, Mid and Strong318

Perspective) for both synthetic and real PPs. In Figure 11 we reported the319

ROC curves considering slightly and strongly cropped images, while in Table 2320

we reported the AUC values. In Table 3 we summarize the cropping detection321

performance on the three clusters for di�erent CTs, namely: FA rate, TP rate322

for both slight and strong cropping, and the mean accuracy. Note that we only323

report results considering the CTs in [0.05, 0.25], since we noticed a progressive324

performance drop for higher CTs.325

These results suggest that, given a threshold, the false alarm rate may326

strongly depend on the MVA. For instance, a false alarm of 0.03 on the Mid327
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Table 2: AUC for Perspective based Test on synthetic and real data

Synthetic Data
CP Weak Mid Strong

<25% 0.60 0.70 0.72
25%-50% 0.82 0.97 0.99

Real Data
CP Weak Mid Strong

<25% 0.56 0.77 0.81
25%-50% 0.73 1.00 1.00

perspective cluster (real data) corresponds to a threshold of 0.25 of the image.328

However, the same threshold on the Weak perspective cluster corresponds to a329

false alarm of 0.73. Both synthetic and real results con�rm that the cropping330

detection can hardly be applied on Weak perspective images and a threshold on331

the MVA can be chosen to discern unusable images (AUC passes from 0.73 to332

1 from Weak to Mid perspective on real images). Furthermore we notice that,333

on images characterized by decent perspective (MVA > 1.5), the technique is334

extremely e�ective when the applied cropping is greater than 25% of the image.335

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: (Best viewed in color) ROC curves of the cropping detection for synthetic and real
data. The results are reported for (a) Weak, (b) Mid and (c) Strong cluster separately.

6.2. Characteristic-based Test336

In this test we assess the performance of the cropping detection with refer-337

ence to the number of lines and their MVAs. We tested the cropping detection338

on the synthetic PPs acquired in Sections 5.1 (for angles of 5◦ or 20◦, and with 2339

or 5 lines) and on the real data acquired in Section 5.2. Firstly, we compared the340

results obtained when the VPs are estimated from 5◦ and 20◦ MVAs; the per-341

formances are shown through the ROC curves in Fig. 12a and 12b. Secondly, we342

compared the results achieved using 2 or 5 lines to detect each vanishing point;343

the corresponding ROC curves are reported in Fig. 12c and 12d. In Table 4 the344
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Table 3: Cropping detection on both synthetic and real data, considering Weak (a,b), Mid
(c,d), and Strong perspective (e,f)

(a)

Synthetic Weak Perspective

CT FA
TP

(<25%)
TP

(25%-50%)
Mean

Accuracy
0.05 0.96 0.99 1.00 0.52
0.10 0.86 0.96 1.00 0.56
0.15 0.73 0.90 1.00 0.61
0.20 0.62 0.81 1.00 0.65
0.25 0.53 0.71 0.99 0.67

(b)

Real Weak Perspective

CT FA
TP

(<25%)
TP

(25%-50%)
Mean

Accuracy
0.05 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.52
0.10 0.90 0.96 1.00 0.56
0.15 0.80 0.90 1.00 0.61
0.20 0.75 0.81 1.00 0.65
0.25 0.73 0.71 0.99 0.67

(c)

Synthetic Mid Perspective

CT FA
TP

(<25%)
TP

(25%-50%)
Mean

Accuracy
0.05 0.92 0.98 1.00 0.54
0.10 0.72 0.93 1.00 0.62
0.15 0.53 0.81 1.00 0.70
0.20 0.37 0.67 1.00 0.75
0.25 0.25 0.51 0.99 0.77

(d)

Real Mid Perspective

CT FA
TP

(<25%)
TP

(25%-50%)
Mean

Accuracy
0.05 0.82 0.98 1.00 0.54
0.10 0.53 0.93 1.00 0.62
0.15 0.30 0.81 1.00 0.70
0.20 0.15 0.67 1.00 0.77
0.25 0.03 0.51 0.99 0.77

(e)

Synthetic Strong Perspective

CT FA
TP

(<25%)
TP

(25%-50%)
Mean

Accuracy
0.05 0.90 0.98 1.00 0.55
0.10 0.67 0.91 1.00 0.65
0.15 0.45 0.78 1.00 0.73
0.20 0.30 0.62 1.00 0.77
0.25 0.10 0.45 0.99 0.80

(f)

Real Strong Perspective

CT FA
TP

(<25%)
TP

(25%-50%)
Mean

Accuracy
0.05 0.83 0.99 1.00 0.58
0.10 0.45 0.88 1.00 0.75
0.15 0.22 0.70 1.00 0.83
0.20 0.12 0.50 1.00 0.84
0.25 0.07 0.31 0.97 0.82

AUCs for the two experiments have been reported to compare the overall perfor-345

mances. To be consistent with the previous test we brie�y report in Table 5 the346

mean accuracy at varying CT for each of the cases. The achieved results show347

that wider MVAs produce a signi�cant improvement in the detection rate. For348

instance, with a CT of 0.10, the mean accuracy passes from 0.79 to 0.97 on the349

synthetic data. This behaviour is con�rmed by real data: with the same CT the350

mean accuracy passes from 0.67 to 0.99. As expected, performances are slightly351

a�ected by increasing line numbers. Indeed mean accuracy improvements are352

always at most 5% for all the synthetic and real cases.353

In [19] the authors state that a CT of 0.1 and 0.15 can �t di�erent demands.354

Anyway this threshold is set regardless of image content. The achieved results355

suggest instead that a more �tting threshold could be selected according to the356
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Table 4: AUC for Characteristic based Test on synthetic and real data

(a)

Synthetic Data
CP 2 lines 5 lines ∼ 5◦ MVA ∼ 20◦ MVA

<25% 0.87 0.96 0.87 0.99
25%-50% 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

(b)

Real Data
CP 2 lines 5 lines ∼ 5◦ MVA ∼ 20◦ MVA

<25% 0.86 0.89 0.81 1.00
25%-50% 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00

Table 5: Mean Accuracy for Characteristic based Test on synthetic and real data

(a)

Synthetic Data
CT 2 lines 5 lines 5◦ MVA 20◦ MVA
0.05 0.77 0.80 0.63 0.91
0.10 0.90 0.91 0.79 0.97
0.15 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.93
0.20 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.89
0.25 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86

(b)

Real Data
CT 2 lines 5 lines ∼ 5◦ MVA ∼ 20◦ MVA
0.05 0.59 0.60 0.58 0.63
0.10 0.82 0.85 0.67 0.99
0.15 0.82 0.83 0.72 0.94
0.20 0.83 0.86 0.79 0.92
0.25 0.82 0.87 0.84 0.87

available MVA. Synthetic results show that the best performances are obtained357

with a CT of 0.20 when a 5◦ MVA is available on the image. Conversely, with a358

20◦ MVA, a CT of 0.10 should be preferred to achieve the best accuracy. Real359

data con�rmed that two di�erent thresholds should be considered according to360

MVA amplitude: 0.25 for a 5◦ MVA and 0.10 for a 20◦ MVA.361

6.3. Robustness test362

In this test we assess whether the technique is usable when the image has363

been resized or compressed. We consider a practical case where the image364

(considered in the characteristic-based test) was uploaded on Facebook at low365

quality version and then downloaded: the resolution changes from 2592× 1944366

to 972 × 729, and its size from 1.4 MB to 80 KB. 25 PPs were collected on367

the downloaded image (similarly to Section 5.2) and the cropping detection was368

applied as in the characteristic-based test. In Tables 6 and 7 we report the AUC369

and the mean accuracy at varying CT: by comparison with the results achieved370

in the characteristic-based test, we notice that performances are almost un-371

changed, with the only exception of slightly cropped images, when only narrow372

MVAs are available, in which case performance drops slightly (AUC passes from373

0.81 to 0.66.) This result once more con�rms that the MVA amplitude is crucial374
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: ROC curve on synthetic and real data with di�erent cropping percentage using (a)
narrow vanishing angles and (b) wider vanishing angles, and then using (c) 2 lines and (d) 5
lines to detect each vanishing point.

Table 6: AUC for on Facebook Data

Facebook Data
CP 2 lines 5 lines ∼ 5◦ MVA ∼ 20◦ MVA

<25% 0.82 0.82 0.66 1.00
25%-50% 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00

to determine the usability of this technique.375
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Table 7: Mean Accuracy on Facebook Data

Facebook Data

CT 2 lines 5 lines ∼ 5◦ MVA ∼ 20◦ MVA

0.05 0.61 0.59 0.51 0.71
0.10 0.76 0.80 0.55 1.00
0.15 0.82 0.81 0.69 0.94
0.20 0.84 0.81 0.73 0.92
0.25 0.82 0.82 0.77 0.87

6.4. A practical example of cropping detection376

We now show how MVA analysis can practically support the forensic analyst377

to assess whether an image has been cropped. Let us consider the images in378

Fig. 13a and 13c, downloaded from the web. The analyst estimates the PP379

on both images selecting lines that intersect with the widest possible angles.380

As a result he/she obtains that in both cases the normalized distance of the381

estimated PP from image center is anomalous (0.3875 and 0.2585 respectively).382

At �rst glance this fact leads to the conclusion that both images have been383

cropped. On the other hand, the analyst notices that the MVAs are 4.83 and384

1.21 respectively. This means that he can be much more con�dent with the385

�rst result while the PP estimation on Fig. 13c is subjected to strong noise.386

More speci�cally, with such a small MVA the estimated PP is unreliable for the387

purpose. Then the analyst concludes that Fig. 13a is probably cropped while388

no evidence can be provided on Fig. 13c by this single test.389

In �gure 13b we report the original version of 13a that can be found on the390

web, con�rming the achieved results.391

6.5. An Example of Splicing Detection392

In this Section, we provide a simple example of another possible exploitation393

of the PP for forensics purposes: Splicing detection. In such forgeries, visual394

contents are inserted into the original image in order to create a plausible com-395

posite. Even with careful editing operations, an added object will likely show396

di�erent perspective deformations with respect to the rest of the image. The397

PP could then be used to assess if distinct elements into the image have been398
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 13: (Best viewed in color) Two examples of cropping detection (a,c), with lines of
mutually orthogonal directions in red, green and blue. The purple dot indicates the image
center, while the cyan cross shows the estimated position of the PP. In both images the MVA
is the angle related to the vertical direction (blue lines): in (a) MVA=4.83, in (c) MVA=1.21.
In (b) the original version of (a) is presented

subjected to a di�erent projection, so to judge if the image is pristine or it is399

the result of a splicing manipulation.400

In Fig. 14 a splicing example is reported. Using the image already presented401

in Fig. 4(P1030004), we manually inserted a blue police cabin and then we ex-402

tracted lines from both the palace (red, green and blue lines) and the cabin403

(orange, light green and cyan lines). Then the PPs were estimated indepen-404

dently from the palace and the cabin (purple dots). As can be clearly seen, the405

computed PPs fall far from each other: This evidence leads to the conclusion406

that either the palace or the cabin have been maliciously added into the image.407

A similar splicing detection approach has been presented in [29], where only a408

single vanishing direction is used as clue in order to validate the visual content.409

However, relying only on a single vanishing direction may lead to erroneous410

conclusions: Observing again Fig. 14, by using the left vanishing direction only411
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Figure 14: (Best viewed in color) Splicing example: a blue police cabin was added in the left
corner of Fig. 4(P1030004). Lines of mutually orthogonal 3D direction have been extracted
independently from the palace (red, green and blue lines) and from the cabin (orange, light
green and cyan lines) � note that the vertical vanishing points are not reported due to lack
of space. Then two PPs are estimated: since they are far from each other, we can assess that
the image is manipulated.

(red and orange lines), no splicing evidence is found, since the palace and the412

cabin share the same vanishing point. On the other hand, by exploiting the PP,413

we can provide a more reliable evidence.414

7. Conclusions and Future Work415

In this paper we presented for the �rst an assessment of the reliability of416

physical-based features for forensic image authentication. In particular we fo-417

cused on the estimation accuracy of the principal point of an image and its418

application to the forensic scenario. By observing the principal point estima-419

tion accuracy in di�erent perspective conditions, we were able to de�ne a novel420

feature, the minimum vanishing angle (MVA), strictly related to principal point421

uncertainty. Then we further investigated the MVA in�uence on the estimation422

accuracy by comparing it with respect to the number of detected lines, exploited423

for the estimation of the PP. Results underlined that the use of wider vanishing424

angles leads to higher accuracy, while by employing more lines only slight un-425

certainty reductions are achieved. As shown in the case studies presented in the426

previous Sections, the application of our criteria to cropping detection allows the427
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analyst to easily exclude an image that is not suitable for the application of this428

technique. Moreover we veri�ed that on resized and compressed images � as for429

example pictures downloaded in low quality from Facebook � the performance430

only slightly decreases, provided that wide MVAs are available. Eventually, we431

showed how the principal point can be also used for splicing detection.432

In future work the proposed MVA will be exploited to analytically compute433

a likelihood score to provide more than a binary decision on the authenticity434

of the examined image. Moreover, we are planning to deeply investigate the435

relation between the MVA and the best cropping threshold to be used, in order436

to control the false alarm rate. For this purpose, automatic techniques for437

principal point localization � so as to remove the human-in-the-loop � will be438

investigated in order to perform tests on a huge amount of real data.439
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